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Dear Colleagues,

LaGuardia Community College comes together at the eleventh annual President’s Publication Reception to formally recognize and celebrate the many accomplishments of our distinguished faculty and staff. Today we also take this opportunity to induct and honor LaGuardia’s Emeriti Professors, whose past contributions to the College through their teaching, scholarship and service are the foundation of our innovative and successful educational institution.

Scholarship at LaGuardia is central to our community, one where the pursuit of knowledge is honored and nurtured. Your work to advance knowledge and understanding in your discipline is essential to our students and to the lifeblood of our college. Your research, and your publications or display of your art form, enriches all of us.

LaGuardia’s faculty and staff have once again achieved phenomenal scholarly success over the past year. Your ability to share intellectual wisdom through meaningful scholarship is a testament to your commitment and dedication to your area of expertise, our students and this institution. Your extraordinary work enhances our stature and reputation in the world of higher education.

We are especially grateful to our retiring faculty, and as a symbol of our deep appreciation for their significant contributions to LaGuardia, we confer the designation of Emeritus. I speak for the entire LaGuardia community in hoping they will remain part of the LaGuardia family and continue to bring their intelligence, creativity and passion to our community.

My congratulations to each and every one of you for your most recent accomplishments. The College salutes your achievement and looks forward to your future endeavors.

Sincerely

Dr. Gail O. Mellow
President
Celebrating
the distinguished service
of
Professors Emeriti
2010-2011

Marian Arkin
Lenore Beaky
John Bihn
Donald Davidson
Suma Kurien
Cecilia Macheski
Sally Mettler
Carol Montgomery
Kenneth Peeples
2011 President’s Reception Program

In Recognition of the Publication of Books, Articles, Literary Works, and Contributions to the World of Art, Music, Theater, and Dance

Greetings

Gail O. Mellow, Ph.D. President

Presentation of Awards

Gail O. Mellow, Ph.D. President

Reception
2011
Honorees
for Publications of Books, Articles, Literary Works
and Contributions to the Worlds of Art, Music, Theatre
and Dance


Belkharraz, Abderrazak (Mathematics, Engineering and Computer Science). See Roldan McKinley, Javier.


Belkharraz, Abderrazak (Mathematics, Engineering and Computer Science). See Roldan McKinley, Javier.

Belkharraz, Abderrazak (Mathematics, Engineering and Computer Science). See Roldan McKinley, Javier.

Bhika, Rajendra (Business and Technology). See Francis, Andrea.

Bimbi, David S. (Health Sciences).


Devine, Jane (Library).


**Eynon, Bret** (Center for Teaching and Learning). See Arcario, Paul.


**Francis, Andrea** (Business and Technology), and **Rajendra Bhika** (Business and Technology). “Queens/Brooklyn Young CPAs Use Networking Events to Facilitate Success.” *The Trusted Professional* 1 Oct. 2010: 22. Print.

---. “Cooking a Book with Low-Level Durational Energy; or, How To Read Tan Lin’s *Seven Controlled Vocabularies.*” Rev. of *Seven Controlled Vocabularies*, by Tan Lin. Jacket2 May 2011. Web. Forthcoming.


**Giangrasso, Anthony Patrick** (Mathematics, Engineering and Computer Science).


Greenberg, Naomi (Health Sciences), and Hermine Plotnick (Health Sciences). “Professional Ethics in an Educational Collaboration between Community College and Graduate Level Occupational Therapy Programs.” Education Special Interest Section Quarterly 21.2 (2011): 3-4. Print.


Hernandez, Ana Maria (Education and Language Acquisition).


Lucca, Louis (Humanities). See Arcario, Paul.


Mellow, Gail O. (President)


Namei, Elizabeth S. (Library). See Keyes, Charles.


Ovadia, Steven (Library), and Scott White (Library). “Bringing an Online Credit Research Class from Concept to Reality.” *Journal of Library & Information Services in Distance Learning* 4.4 (2010): 197-207. Print.

Plotnick, Hermine (Health Sciences). See Greenberg, Naomi.


Rosenberg, Suzanne (Health Sciences). See Gallo-Silver, Les.


---. See Karlen, Janice M.
Sharif, Karim A. (Mathematics, Engineering and Computer Science).


**Talmadge, Rosemary**. See Kahn, Robert M.


**Vollo, Gary** (Humanities), photog.


**White, Scott** (Library). See Ovadia, Steven.

In Transit: The LaGuardia Journal on Teaching and Learning
Volume 5 Spring 2011

Bret Eynon (Center for Teaching and Learning), Executive Director
Gail Green-Anderson (English), Editor
Michele Piso (CTL), Editor
Roslyn Orgel (CTL) Production Coordinator
Louise Fluk (Library), Senior Copyeditor
Ethan Ries (grafilicious inc.), Designer and Production Manager
Priscilla Stadler (CTL), Cover and Web Design

Lugo, Anthony (Office of the Vice President of Administration), and Judi O’Toole (Natural Sciences). “The Sustainability Council: A Report from the Field.” 16-30.
Lang, Steven (Social Science). “Using the Sociological Imagination in the Classroom to Explore Green Consumerism.” 31-43.
Jaffe, Robert (Office of the President). “Confronting the Obesity Epidemic at Community Colleges.” 57-72.
Shelton, Miriam (Social Science). “Training to Notice, Learning to Care: The Development of Place Attachment and Activism in an Introductory Psychology Class.” 129-44.
SPECIAL THANKS

Karen McKeon
Eneida Rivas
Ria Tillery
*College & Community Relations*

Jane Devine
Francine Egger-Sider
Louise Fluk
*Library Media Resources Center*

Patricia Goodson
Jessica Mendoza
Elizabeth Ruiz
*President’s Office*

*Marketing & Communications*

*MBJ Caterers*

*Print Center*
In recognition for all your great work in making the B-Building a spectacular space, all of us at LaGuardia say, "THANK YOU!"

Shahir Erfan  
Eileen Murray  
Diane Colon  
Luis Simancas and crew  
*Administrative Support Services*

Yury Fastovsky  
Bobby Lowmark and Crew  
*Building Operations*

Thomas Gaimaro  
Shirley Law  
Bosa Grgurvic  
*Facilities Design and Construction*

Richard Ng  
Ertan Serince  
*Campus Facilities Office*

Peter Jayasekara  
Joseph Dror  
*Environmental Health and Safety*

James Grantham and staff  
*Public Safety*

Billy Lau  
Joseph Taveras and staff  
Jacqueline Reyes and staff  
*Information Technology*

and ...

*Business Office staff*